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Seasons Greetings Guys!

(sword) to life!

Hard to believe isn’t it, but it’s nearly that time
of year again... Yup, Christmas is just around
the corner, the crazy shopping sales have begun
in earnest and—depending on where you are in
the world—its either starting to get very cold
(or in my case) very hot…!

Plus of course all
the usual fun stuff
like the video of
the month and
more!

Of course this months issue has a few very nice
Christmas deals for you to spoil yourself or that
special sword freak in your life with, but of
course this is only a very small part of what
the sword buyers digest is about…
Here you can find a refuge from the Holiday
season madness with the usual mix of articles,
reviews and info the Sword Buyers Digest is
becoming well known for delivering.
Inside this issue, we continue on as usual with
part two of my special on backyard cutting, the
winner of Shirasaya Competition with their neat
tips and ideas for customizing a production
Katana, and a brand new and extremely exciting competition to bring your ultimate fantasy

Now for those die
hard SBG fans, I
should let you
know I’ll be taking a short break
from publishing
the Digest until
February 2007,
but hopefully this issue will give you enough of
a ‘sword fix’ to help you get through until
then! ;-)
So until next time, I hope you all have a safe
and very enjoyable holiday season and I’ll see
you all in 2007! All the best,

- Paul Southren

SBG Site News

New Sword Movie
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL:
15% Discount
Swords at AoV
10% discount at
Reliks.com
Huge savings on
Cheness Swords
And More!

November was a pretty busy month at SBG.
First off, I was pleased to be able to launch a
revamped Sword Buyers Directory with many
new sellers—and a very important interactive
feedback function which allows buyers to suggest a new site, or complain about a listed one
(in which case, after a few complaints, it wont
be listed there for long).
I was also able to finally conduct the long
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awaited Test to Destruction of a Generation 2
medieval sword-and the results surprised me so
much-well, if you haven’t seen it already check
it out too see just how much abuse these bad
boys can sustain.
Plenty more small goings on too of course, so
as usual you can read the latest goings on as
they happen at the ‘semi regularly updated’:
Behind the Scenes at SBG Blog
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Sword Industry News: Bankruptcy, New Designs and Movies!
UNITED CUTLERY: BANKRUPT!
Well the rumours are true—United Cutlery, the
people who manufactured the only ornamental
swords that I have (so far) ever had a soft spot
for—the official Lord of the Rings replica
swords (as well as those somewhat gaudy,
though popular swords by Kit Rae and Gil Hibben) have gone into voluntary bankruptcy…
While it had been struggling to overcome severe financial problems behind the scenes, even
this huge companies $50,000,000 sales of
movie swords and knives over the last 5 years
was not enough for it to stave of the inevitable.
The former director, David Hall, lays the blame
at increasing and fierce competition from
China, followed by a massive slump in sales of
non-essential items after Hurricane Katrina and
Rita hot on her heels…

the chain mail beneath.
Approved by Hank as a faithful recreation of
the drawing, the Dordogne sword has a few
interesting ’modern’ twists such as a suede
wrapped handle—specified by Hank to improve
grip on an ungloved hand, and of course the
proprietary tempering techniques used on the
extremely strong 5160 spring steel that generation 2 are so famous for...
The Dordogne is available here at Arms of
Valor for US$239. But until the end of December only, you can pick one up with a 15% discount—simply put the ‘SBG-15’ coupon code
in brackets next to your name when you order
and AoV will bring the price down to a mere
US$203.15!

Famed Sword Expert, hank
Reinhart, personally signing the first Generation 2
Dordogne Sword

You can read the full story on what happened to
UC here

GENERATION 2
What’s new with Generation 2?
Well, the long awaited collaboration between
Generation 2 and legendary sword expert Hank
Reinhart is well underway, with the first sword
of the ‘Hank Reinhardt Collection’, the Dordogne Sword is finally available for pre-order.
Based on a picture hand drawn by THE medieval sword scholar of the 20th Century, Ewart
Oakeshott and given to Hank (who was a personal friend of the late great sword sage), this
sword is a faithful recreation of a 600 year old,
sharply pointed blade designed to pierce the
chinks in plate armour and rip open the links in

New ‘Sword’ Movie: Sort of...
It’s been a while since there has been a decent
sword movie…
While they are good for the industry as a whole,
its unlikely that the latest offering is going to be
anything quite like Lord of the Rings and Kill
Bill, at least –going by the trailer…

The Stainless Steel Replica
‘Zar’roc’ Sword from the
new movie Eragon..

Based on the best selling novel, the movie Eragon is the story of an evil King, good dragons
and a magical red wine colored elven sword
named ‘Zar’roc’. I’ll hold judgement for now,
but I just don’t know what to make of it at this
point. Release date 15th December 2006...

Obviously NOT made by
United Cutlery...
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The No BS Aussie Shura Ko-Katana Review :-)
Cheness Shura Ko-Katana
Review By Darren ‘Daz’ McNamara, AUSTRALIA

but then again so do I ! This is why I ordered a functional
blade, anymore elaborate fittings would have made it too
"pretty" (something in my eye, a sword should not be). When
I say rough I mean that it looks like they have had a few goes
at trying to drill the holes in the ray-skin(same) lining, to
place the mekugi. Don't get me wrong it all looks tight, but
this is the only noticeable flaw I can find in both sword and
scabbard.
It was nice to see a natural looking hamon for a change. Why
do some sword making companies think people want a wavyline patterned, false looking hamon ?? In my second photo I
have laid the Ko-katana next to my ' 06 Hanwei PPK for a bit
of a size comparison.

G’day Paul,
As this was my first Cheness blade I was keeping an open mind
on what to expect. I have read loads of reviews of blades and
swords over the years, many of the lower end katana- like swords
always cop it in the neck in comparison to Japanese nihonto. We
all know it is a bit of a gamble with the Chinese-made-katanas as
some companies have issues with quality control. This can make
the end result quite disappointing and can also kill someone if the
blade or a fitting breaks.
After going through your sight a couple of months ago, and reading about 9260 spring steel blades that Cheness made I was fascinated straight away. Making blades from suspension spring steel
sounded Pure genius, I had to have one to satisfy my interests. As
I had been a practitioner of Togakure- ryu some fifteen years previous, my sword training had been with a shortened blade. So as I
own a few standard length katanas already I decided on a shorter
blade. It wasn't a model in the SBG store so I thought I'd ask Paul
(in his dealings with Cheness) if he could help me out. As I live in
Australia as well, he saved me loads on postage Then about ten
days later it was on my doorstep ! C'MON !!
It came well packaged and in one of those Chinese boxes (like
they put everything you buy in Hong Kong, in). I was very impressed and it only adds to your purchase to see it nicely packaged. Sword was in sword bag ( damn hurdles ) in the presentation box, took sword out everything seemed fine on first glance.
Unsheathed blade, gave it a quick wipe down and a very close
examination. I couldn't find one flaw in the blade. Took the tsuka
off, still no flaws. Although the fittings are pretty standard, they
seem to suit this particular model. The tsuka does look a bit rough

It is hard to tell because I'm such a crappy photographer, but
the hamon on the PPK looks loads more dodgier than the one
on the Cheness ko-katana. Aside from as of yet giving it a
proper( tatami, bamboo) test cutting due to a lack of materials, I have no problems with the blade at all !! It feels nicely
weighted and would make a brilliant kodachi, in accompaniment with your katana of choice. Also as a quick-drawn blade
it is light and easily resheathed. Its overall length and look I
would say is similar to a Japanese sword called a Uchigatana.
The weight and length of this ko-katana also make it an ideal
choice for kenjutsu kata and because of the Bo-hi it does
make an attractive noise as it cuts the air .
For entry level Chinese katanas and Iaito Cheness win hands
down. They produce a good product at a good price. As they
say in Australia , "No Bulls**t", you pay for what you get
and I reckon Cheness deliver in every department. Also big
thanks to Paul Southren at SBG, its people like you that keep
people like us happily chopping our little hearts out ( Not literally mate !!) I will definitely be ordering again.

The verdict:
Historical accuracy: 2/5
Fit and finish: 4/5
Handling: 5/5
Structural integrity: 5/5
Value for money: 5/5
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BACKYARD CUTTING!
(Safe) Test Cutting Basics: Part 2
By Paul Southren (Editor)
Last month we took a look at 6 of the most basic, readily available targets for backyard cutting: Water filled plastic milk jugs and soda bottles, Fruit and Veg, Pool Noodles, Cardboard
Boxes and Newspaper. This month we will look at some more advanced and traditional targets: meat, wood, bamboo and rolled tatami omote.
TARGET #7: Meat
Chopping up chunks of dead animal flesh isn’t
for everyone—and in the name of good taste
(no pun intended!) I have generally avoided
using it as a test medium on my site.
But the fact of the matter is that swords were
originally designed to cut human flesh and
bone, so it would seem logical to assume that
testing them on chunks of animal meat is
(hopefully!) the closest any sword enthusiast
can get to test them for their initial intended
function.
Despite the obvious financial costs of buying a
huge slab of meat to chop up, test cutting on
meat is really quite gross and isn’t something
you want to really do in front of the neighbors
(!)—but after you have done a few cuts, it certainly does teach you some respect for the damage potential of your sword…
A very popular medium with the ARMA
(Association for Renaissance Martial Arts) and
in the cold steel promos to name a few.

a swords overall structural integrity and cutting
power, however the resilient nature of this target tends to leave scratches on the blade.
Saplings in particular are much tougher targets
to cut than many people might at first think, due
in part to the hard vessels within a living tree
that are used to transport water throughout the
limbs which tend to bunch up on the blade as it
cuts and can cause the edge to roll, especially
on a bad cut.
1” x 1” lengths of softer woods such as those
available at your local hardware store are a better alternative as they are cheap, readily available and can tell you a lot about the durability
of your sword and your own cutting power.
Anything thicker than this is really pushing the
sword further than its intended use and should
probably be avoided.

Typical Sapling Cut,
this one was done by
Medieval Sword Expert: Hank Reinhardt

“When inserted into the
middle of a roll of
tatami omote, Bamboo
is believed to simulate
the consistency of
human bone...”

In general, woods like aspen and poplar are
excellent—and avoid pine, too many knotty
bits that will catch the blade and cause severe edge damage or worse.

TARGET #8: Bamboo
From the thin but quite strong lengths of
river cane to traditional thick green bamboo,
this traditional medium for testing the Japanese sword has also seen some popularity
with the Western Martial arts (WMA) community—not to mention the Korean Gumdo
styles of swordsmanship, where it is a regular feature of their competitions.
Out of respect for the poor pig or cow meat that
you have chopped, it is probably respectful to
BBQ it after you have finished hacking it up.
With this in mind, it’s a good idea to have a
clean plastic sheet on the ground to catch any
meat that falls and de-oil the sword before cutting otherwise it’s not going to taste the best
(but should be nice and tender!) ;-)
TARGET # 8: Wood
From 1” x 1” lengths of wood from the hardware store to 3” saplings, wood is a good test of

When inserted into the middle of a roll of
tatami omote, Bamboo is believed to simulate the thickness and consistency of human
bone.
Be sure when selecting bamboo or river
cane only to use the fresh green stuff as the
old and yellowed bamboo is extremely
tough and tends to splinter instead of cutting
cleanly. While it is possible to cut it cleanly
(after all, I did it with the Generation 2 Roman Wasp Waisted Gladius) it risks unsightly scratching of the blade.
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Bamboo River cane: very popular with the Korean sword Art,
Haidong Gumdo.
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BACKYARD CUTTING!
(Safe) Test Cutting Basics: Part 2 (cont)
TARGET # 9: BEACH MATS
Like rolled up soaked newspapers, straw Beach
mats are another ‘poor mans tatami mats’ due
to their easy availability in the summer months
and low per unit price. Unfortunately, it takes
approximately 3-4 rolled beach mats to equal
the mass of a single rolled Tatami—and the
Tatami is still stiffer.
Of course, this means that it is pretty easy to
make a huge fat target from Beach Mats that
looks impressive to cut, but only has the resistance of a couple of authentic tatami. Such
practices are pretty deceptive unless declared
openly, but you can often tell by the color.
(Good new Tatami have a green tea hue while
Beach mats are a dark brown color).

TARGET # 10: TATAMI OMOTE
These days, rolled Tatami Omote (sometimes
referred to as ‘Goza’) have become the standard
medium for testing both the blade and the skill
of the cutter in the Japanese Sword Arts. But
surprisingly, Tatami is a fairly recent test cutting target...
Back in the old days, Japanese swordsmen used
to test their swords on the bodies of executed
criminals. When it was decided that this was

somewhat inhumane, they substituted dead bodied for soaked and tightly bound rice straw with
a bamboo insert. However the use of rolled Tatami Omote as s standard test cutting medium is
largely attributed to modern Japanese sword
master Toshishiro Obata of the Toyama Ryu.
Essentially, each tatami mat is tightly rolled,
bound by string at intervals and then soaked
overnight for approx 24 hours before being
drained shortly before cutting. Soaking less
than this time means that the tatami omote will
be too light and easy to cut.
While Tatami Omote are the premium standardized choice for test cutting, as a single rolled
mat is considered to approximate the thickness
of a human arm (and with a length of bamboo
inserted in the middle, the human neck) they
can be cost prohibitive. Prices for a good quality Mugen Dachi Tatami mat start at around
$3.20 per mat (excluding shipping, which can
nearly double the price), though you can cut
them in half before rolling (I.e. ‘half mat’) to
get more cuts out of each omote.
I’ve personally bought all my mats from www.
tameshigiri.com as they are considered to be the
most authentic and standarized mats available
and are well respected and regularly used by the
JSA community.

My own test cutting results
with a Mugen Dachi Tatami Omote

“Unfortunately, it takes
approximately 3-4
rolled beach mats to
equal the mass of a
single rolled Tatami-and
the Tatami is still
stiffer...”

Christmas Specials! Three very cool swords at 15% off the usual price: just click on the swords, enter the
special coupon code SBG-15 when you order and AoV will manually apply a 15% discount to any of the following fully functional Windlass and Generation 2 Swords in Your Order… Offer Expires December 31, 2006.

Windlass
Long Sword

Generation 2
Lucerne

Windlass
Coustille

Normally
$225

Normally
$239

Normally
$120

Less 15%
(SBG-15)

Less 15%
(SBG-15)

$191.25

$203.15
© Sword-Buyers-Guide.com 2006

Less 15%
(SBG-15)
Lancelot’s Office, where
every RSW is hand made
with the utmost care.

$102.00
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Arms of Valor Sword Design Competition!
Got an idea for a fantasy sword?.. Here’s your chance to turn your fantasy into a reality!
It started as a conversation between Jason from
Arms of Valor and me...

the Big E) with each and every purchase.

Each year, in conjunction with one of my favourite sword manufacturers Generation 2—
Arms of Valor designs a fully functional, razor
sharp fantasy sword and the design is brought
to life by Generation 2.
Well this year, Jason asked me if there was any
particular sword that I wanted to see brought to
fruition. And while there was, I put my own
designs and ideas on hold. A much greater idea
had occurred to me—why not let fans themselves design and choose the next sword themselves?!
Out of the seeds of this idea, Arms of Valor has
introduced the ‘Sword Design Competition’.

The only limitation is your
imagination!
If you can come up with a new, original sword
design that you would like to see Generation 2
produce, not only will they turn your vision
into a reality, but a good friend of Jason, Erik.
T Hilliker, will create an accompanying poster
that tells the story of your sword, and any character who you have invented to go along with
it—such as AoV exclusive Viking Sword of
Gurm, with an exclusive Erik. T. Hilliker (aka

More artwork by
the Big E...
Of course, not only do you get to see your design and character brought to life, but you also
get yourself the very first sword and poster sent
to you anywhere in the world for free!
So if you have a vision of a character and his
sword somewhere in the recesses of your mind
that you want to see brought to life, here is your
chance to see it realized!
Simply visit the AoV competition page here,
submit any sketches, blueprints or whatever you
come up with and the best design will be selected as the winner!

“Of course, not only do
you get to see your
design and character
brought to life, but you
also get yourself the very
first sword and poster
sent to you anywhere in
the world for free!”

Enter the AoV Sword Design
Competition HERE

The High Elven King Sword

The Most Popular Generation 2 Sword
Designed by Arms of Valor
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Practical Swords Reviewed: By SBG
Contributor Scott Hardy—Part 3
In the third and final instalment of a 3 part
series, Scott will be taking a look at Windlass Steelcrafts Coustille—a short sword that
is an interesting compromise between dagger
and sword...

Windlass Coustille

The idea behind the coustille (a weapon
which had many different names, none of
which ever became universally accepted) was
to deal with medieval weapons laws.
In many places only the nobility were allowed to have swords, but the rising merchant class had good reason to want an effective instrument of self-defense. So what they
did was to make swords which were just
short enough that you could probably convince the guards at the city gate that they
were just two foot long daggers. The blades
were robust enough to parry a larger sword
without much risk, and they had solid pommels to give them a light and fast balance -nothing like a typical knife or dirk. It could
be considered the immediate ancestor of the
cinquedea and the anelace.
Windlass' coustille is 22.5" long, with a
16.75" blade. The balance point is a scant
half an inch from the guard, and the sweet
spot is about 11" out. I'd guestimate the
weight at a little over a pound and a half.
The blade has no significant distal taper until
quite close to the tip, but is fullered for 2/3 of
its length. The scabbard is the usual Windlass black leather (with shiny protective coating), with steel hardware.
As usual, it doesn't have any built-in way of
hanging it from a belt. I bought this one presharpened, so I have no idea what the edge is
like on an unsharpened one. The guard and
pommel are of steel, the pommel is discshaped, 2" wide by 1" thick, and the handle is
black leather similar to that found on the
scabbard. The tang is not terribly impressive,
but seems sufficient on a blade which won't
be used for splitting logs. Blade thickness is
roughly 1/8", and the metal itself seems similar to most Windlass stuff. Stylistically, it

looks very much like a smaller sibling to
Windlass' European Sword. Fit and finish
are excellent.
Although it is designed primarily as a thrusting weapon, the coustille does an adequate
job of hacking up the traditional sorts of test
targets. Blade vibration is slight. It impaled
boxes without knocking them back, and the
quick taper of the tip of the blade makes me
feel confident that it wouldn't be very easily
damaged.
Despite the reduced chopping ability, I am
partial to swords which have balance points
very close to the guard, both for parrying use,
and because of the advantage in offensive
speed. To my tastes, the coustille's balance is
just about perfect. It is at least as fast as any
of the other blades I've reviewed here, and
not all that much slower, for its length, than a
fencing foil. Inevitably, balance like that
means a fairly hefty pommel, but not nearly
as heavy as it would be with a longer blade,
so overall weight is still very low. It is, in all
ways, an extremely easy to use little sword,
and a lot of fun.
Faults: these are going to be kind of pathetic,
but they're about all I can come up with in
this price range (around $125 unsharpened).
An extra 1/2" to 1" of handle would be welcome, and would allow for shrinking the
pommel slightly. The tang could be sturdier.

The Windlass Coustille
Side by Side with a Bowie
Knife...

“Although it is designed
primarily as a thrusting
weapon, the coustille
does an adequate job of
hacking up the
traditional sorts of test
targets...”

But overall I'm very happy with it, and would
consider buying more -- either as a gift, because I think that just about anyone who likes
swords would be pleased with one, and
maybe even for myself, it would be interesting to try using one in each hand.
Before I conclude, I'd like to put in a little
plug for the customer service at the
place I bought this one -- Arms of Valour.
Jason went the extra mile to be sure
that I was happy with my purchase, and I
wouldn't hesitate to shop there again.
The verdict:
Historical accuracy: 3-4/5 (ballpark, historical originals are scare)
Fit and finish: 5/5
Handling: 5/5
Structural integrity: 3/5
Value for money: 4/5
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Available at Arms
of Valor for with a
limited time 15%
discount. See page
5 for details.
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Custom Fit Your own Japanese Sword Competition: The Winning
Entry to receive a Cheness 9260 Sword in Shirasaya.
It was a pretty hard choice in the end, and there were some very
nice entries submitted: but at the end of the day, to (mis) quote
Highlander “There Can Be Only One”.
For the winner, I selected the entry that was a bit different from all
the others, and so simple—yet so stunning in the overall effect, that
practically anyone can do it...

CUSTOM ZATOICHI

was ready for staining.

Ron Salter, Queensland, AUSTRALIA

I was a bit bored with my Chen Zatoichi, it was a black stick on my sword
rack so off to the garage it went.

Piece finished. Cost was minimal , the
menuki were the major cost, the rest
was already on hand.
Hope you like it :)
I have to thank EC Bates from SFI for
the inspiration, he did a similar job on
one a while back.

First up it had to be sanded back to bare
wood. I can tell you they don't skimp on
the paint at Hanwei! It took the best part
of a day to get it all sanded by hand.
I couldn't think of way to fill the 2
grooves on the tsuka and not have look
obvious so I left them black.
I had a stack of rattan left over from
another project so I did a wrap on the
saya first it's all one piece of rattan.
I started just under the top of the saya
with the rattan square to the saya (I left
enuff on the short end to continue wrapping past the top) I then wrapped for
about 100mm (4 inches) then let the
rattan spiral down the saya and then
tightened the coils up and did another
100mm.
I used god's gift to handy men "liquid
nails" to glue it all down, applying it to
the back of the rattan in sections of
about 150mm at a time then holding it
with spring clamps till dry.
At both top and bottom I wrapped past
the end of the wood , then used a
stanley knife to trim the rattan back on
an angle so it was flush with the timber.
(that's really hard to explain in words!)
I then did the same to the tsuka making
sure I wrapped in the same direction as
the 2 grooves so the rattan could go
around instead of over them.
I used a bit of wood filler to fill the gaps
were the rattan sat at a slight angle off
the timber. Everything was then sanded
some more, cleaned up any glue and it

I wanted a used and dirty look to it so
(it was a hot day so this was easy) I got
plenty of sweat on my hands and
rubbed them over the tsuka and sections
of the saya, then I immediately brushed
on the stain, were the sweat was went
nice and dirty :).
A couple of coats of clear mat spray
over the top sealed it all up. Last on
were a pair of Fudo menuki.
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To everyone else who entered, don’t
worry—there will be another round at
a later date and your entry will be carried over! More in another issue...
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10% off all Windlass Steelcrafts
Swords at Reliks.com
Simply use the special coupon code ‘RELIKS-SBG’ in their
checkout and save a whopping 10% of their already low prices on
their entire range of Windlass Steelcrafts Medieval Swords.
If you shop around, you’ll quickly see that this offer makes these
swords available at the very lowest prices on the internet. Plus a
small portion of each sale helps keep SBG and the Sword Buyers
Digest Online Magazine funded.
Click here to see out what Windlass Swords are in Stock Today!

VIDEO of the MONTH (Vidiots)
other with no armor
and no safety gear.
And yes, the shinai
break, they get hit—
and they get hurt…
It could have been a lot
worse. Broken bamboo can be surprisingly
sharp… And all these
guys would need to
happen is for the shinai
to break over a major
artery and they might
as well have been doing this with real
swords (which is why
Kendoka wear so much
protective gear).

Idiots with Shinai!
I think this video is a damn good example of
exactly how not to ‘sword fight’. These young
guys (who disturbingly remind me in the opening profile shots of the Columbine killers) have
an utter disregard for their own safety, wildly
flailing kendo bamboo shinai around at each

Maybe I am being a little too hard on them.
Because, despite their wild swinging and
obvious ‘too much manga’ techniques, they
occasionally show a glimmer of skill. But
the use of Shinai like this is a case of ‘the
wrong tool for the job’. Not smart, but still
kind of interesting to watch...
Click HERE to Watch the Video
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“Broken bamboo can be
surprisingly sharp…
And all these guys
would need is for the
shinai to break over a
major artery and they
might as well have been
doing this with real
swords... ”

‘Shinai is shattering’…
What more need I say…!

SWORD BUYERS DIGEST:

M AG A Z I N E

“That’s All Folks!”

Back Issues:

I hope you enjoyed this
issue of the Sword buyers
Digest Magazine as much
as I enjoyed putting it together for you!

October 2006
November 2006

Like I mentioned in the
forward, I will be taking a
short break from publishing the magazine next
month, but it will be back
with a vengeance in February 2006.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscribing to the Sword Buyers Digest is
absolutely FREE, to sign up visit my
subscriptions page here

So until then, stay safe, enjoy the festive holiday season and
hope the Christmas Ninja brings you all something neat! ;-)

Paul Southren

SBG Sword Store Special: Discontinued Last Chance Cheness
Cutlery Classics Offers! (Sorry, USA Subscribers Only)
Since the wildly popular 9260 range of heavy duty and traditionally forged Katana were released, it was inevitable that many of
the older, earlier models would be phased out to make way for this new line. Well, the time has finally come and now 3 Cheness
Classic Swords are about the be axed (excuse the pun!).
The Differentially Hardened Kanbai (superseded by the 9260 Kaze) the Higo (yup, we still got a few left over—but not many, so
you’ll need to be quick on those!) and the Shinobi (Ninja) sword the Onibasu, which has been superseded by the Bujinkan Oniyuri. This is indeed the very last chance to get these swords before they fade into history...
is scary sharp.
And the natural,
unenhanced and
subtle hamon is
truly quite beautiful.
But best of all is
the price.

It’s BAAACK! And I’ve sure missed it…
But it ain’t going to be back for long...

Test Cutting from the SBG
Site with a Kanbai.

One of the very first Cheness swords that I ever
got my hands on, and the sword that was largely
responsible for my admiration for Cheness Cutlery
swords, the differentially hardened Kanbai katana
is finally back in stock… But since it overlaps with
the 9260 Kaze, this is the last production run Cheness will be making...

Normally US
$229, if you use
the paypal button on this page to buy it you can
pick up this classic Cheness sword for the bargain
price of US$189.99 + FREE shipping. PLUS, you
also get a free display box, sword bag, cleaning
kit and stand!! Don’t miss out though… Once
these swords are gone they’ll be gone for good!

$189.99 + FREE Shipping (USA)

Click here for my full review
As far as affordable yet traditionally forged Katana
go, the Kanbai is the best value for money piece
around. For a start, the differentially hardened edge
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SBG Sword Store Special: Discontinued Last
Chance Cheness Cutlery Classics Offers
(USA Only)—Cont...
Normally US$229.99, if you use the paypal button on this page to buy it you can
pick up the very last batch of Higo
Katana for the bargain price of US
$189.99 + FREE shipping. PLUS, you
also get a free display box, sword bag,
cleaning kit and stand!!

Cheness Cutleries sharpest and most unique
sword, the Higo Laminated Katana, has just
been discontinued. But the good news is, it isn’t
too late to get one—because here is one last
chance to grab yourself a piece of Cheness Cutlery History before they are gone for good…
Forged with a core of 9260 Spring Steel (the
same ultra durable steel used in his famous Tenchi and Shura Katana) and laminated with two
billets of 1045 Carbon Steel, the Higo is literally as sharp as a scalpel and yet tough enough
to take on a large range of traditional targets
with ease.

Naturally, this is a strictly limited offer
on a very small number of Higo blades—and once
they are sold out, they won’t be available again. To
be fair and allow everyone who wants one a
chance, this offer is strictly limited to 1 sword per
customer.

US$189.99 + FREE Shipping

OFFER EXPIRES 31st OF DECEMBER, 2006

Normally US
$189.99, I am
making some of
the last batch
available for the
bargain price of
US$159.99 with
FREE shipping,
and a display box
and cotton bag.
Cheness Cutleries original Shinobi (Ninja) sword, the Onibasu
(demon-lily) is a deceptively short 21” through hardened 1060 carbon steel blade housed within a normal length saya.
Designed for an iai draw that catches the opponent off guard, and
then followed up by a series of close in, highly leveraged strikes and
cuts, the Onibasu was made to the specifications of several Shinobi
(Ninja) Ryu ha, however was recently superseded by the 9260
Spring Steel Oniyuri Katana.

US$159.99 + FREE Shipping
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR THESE LAST CHANCE OFFERS
Offer Expires 31st of December 2006 or until sold out (refund issued immediately if order placed after stock has run out).
Discount valid only on orders within the continental US.
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